DEWATERING AND CORROSION PREVENTATIVE FLUIDS
PDW/S
Heavy-duty dewatering/protective removes water from metal surfaces and leaves a
non-tacky deposit for clean handling. The easily removable deposit gives up to 6
months internal protection and up to 1 months protection from rust and corrosion.
PDW/A
Similar to PDW/S but with less heavy deposit to give unto 3 months internal
protection for parts in store or between machining operations, etc.
PDW/B
A non-residual dewatering fluid to disperse moisture and droplets of water from
decorative plated metal surfaces. A few days of inhibition on steel is obtained
between machining operations.
Uses include : Manufactured parts in transit; temporary protection between
operations; moulds; spares and parts in storage; removal of droplets from
decorative surfaces.
PDW/S and PDW/A are used as supplied by the immersion of parts in solution.
Larger objects may be sprayed.
PDW/B is applied by immersion only.
Solutions are to be contained in a galvanised steel tank, the base of which is angled
at about 35 degrees. At its lowest point a tap is inserted from which water is drawn
off at regular intervals to maintain the efficiency of the product.
Supplied in 5, 25, and 205 litre containers.
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PENETRATING/DEWATERING/LUBRICANTS
PC90
Will free seized parts, repel moisture and leave a protective oil. Insulation
resistance is improved on electronic equipment because of the products high
dielectric strength. PC90 is safe on rubber, plastic and paint.
PC90 is supplied in "Ozone Friendly" aerosols.
Parts are sprayed from 8" to 12" to ensure an even coverage.
PENETRATING PLUS
With extra penetrating power, a deposit is left to protect and lubricate surfaces of
metal parts and rusted fitments.
Uses include: Ignition systems, tools, chains, hinges, motors and switchgear. (Safe
on rubber, plastic and good paints.
PENETRATING PLUS is supplied in 5, 25 and 205 litre containers.
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